The management of the mechanized face, considered as a unique system
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ABSTRACT

The systemic approach of the mechanized face is carried out by appealing to the flexible economic-mathematics models, to the advantages offered by their using. The concept of vague sets (by fuzzyfication) was used, the issues to be solved become more flexible and allow those who have to take a decision to get many variants for the objectively established functions among them can select the best variant, in accordance with the requirements of the moment and intuition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Within the classical method, the model of the technological face variant selection for a set of concrete layer conditions and the optimization of the face parameters, too rely on the selecting and comparison of a low number of variants preliminary described. But the high number of the equipment types and dimensions, such as: face mechanized support, face shearers and conveyers with the same technical parameters, allow the connection in a high number of machine complexes and their use for a certain set of given conditions that describe a coal layer. Through a systemic approach, the issue of face technology and their parameters optimization can be enunciated as follows: “Found such a set of technological elements of the coal mining in the longwall faces and such a length of working face that, at the maximum admissible firedamp emission level for production ensure an extreme value (possibly maximum) for a selected criterion of optimization.”

2. THE SYSTEMIC APPROACH OF THE MECHANIZED FACE

The systemic method will not exclude, on any subjective reason, any type of equipments that could be used in a certain condition range. That is the reason why the possible combinations of applicable equipments are in a high number, sometimes in a very high number.
The systemic approach of the mechanized face in the present paper is carried out by appealing to the flexible economic-mathematics models, to the advantages offered by their using.

Thus, the American mathematician, Zadeh has formulated the so-called “principle of the incompatibilities”. According to it on the extent of increasing the complexity of a system, exceeding a certain limit, the precision of the affirmation related to the system and their meaning becomes incompatible. Therefore, the affirmations regarding the complex system behavior become vague, indefinite.

The “mechanized face” system will work in certain geologic-mining conditions. However, the analyze of these conditions is not limited to the establishing some concrete values for identified factors of influence, because this values would correspond only for a certain face field and in a certain position of the face line on the surface of this field. Moreover, even in the framework of the same face field, the factors of influence can record variations.

Therefore, in the systemic approach of the issue of optimization for each factor described by a variable (which characterizes the geologic-mining conditions in which the “mechanized face” system will “work”) many values or many sub-fields should be foreseen according to the admissible variation for each variable.

For exemplification, the following factors of influence, described by the codified variables, will be taken into consideration, thus:

01- worked off layer thickness;
02- layer slope;
03- variation of the face level;
04- angle of raising/descending in the mining face advancing;
05- strength of the coal cutting;
06- coal hardness coefficient;
07- strength of the bottom compression;
08- strength of the roof compression.

A mechanized face will work in a certain period of time, in certain concrete conditions settled by a range of values of the above mentioned variables.

The design solutions (types of the face equipments for mechanization of the main operation complexes) that finally will define a mechanized face will have to be correlated with the geologic-mining conditions the mechanized face will work and that were previously described by the means of the stimuli-type variables.

The description of the technological solutions is made by a set of category-type checkable variables by which the type of the equipment used at every operation complex is defined. Each variable regarding the type of equipment will have as much qualitative values as different types of the respective equipment can be taken into consideration as being applicable in the given conditions.

For instance, we will note with A - the set of the face equipments, finite set.

\[
A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_j, \ldots, a_k\}
\]  

(1)

\(a_j, j=1,k\) - is part of the A set and it is identified by the concrete type of equipment (respectively face shearer - in the given example).
3. THE USE OF FUZZY FUNCTION FOR THE COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN GEO-MINING CONDITION AND MECHANIZED COMPLEX EQUIPMENTS

In order to analyze the compatibility between the concrete geo-mining conditions in which the mechanized face and the equipment (face shearer) proposed to enter in the mechanized complex will work, that is, for short, for analyzing the conditions-solutions (C-S) compatibility it will be proceeded thus:

Be U- a certain set and A a finite subset of U, expressed as above.

A fuzzy subset F of U will be defined not only by its elements \(a_j, j = 1, k\), but by the affiliation function, \(\mu_F(a_j)\) of \(a_j\) F, too:

\[
F = \{(a_1, \mu_F(a_1)), \ldots (a_j, \mu_F(a_j)), \ldots, (a_k, \mu_F(a_k))\}
\]  

Symbolically, it is written

\[
F = \sum_{j=1}^{k} (a_j, \mu_F(a_j)) \quad F = \int_{A} (a, \mu_F(a)),
\]

in which the summing up and the integrals operations are obviously symbolic.

All the elements \(a \in U\) for which \(\mu_F(a) > 0\) constitutes the support of the F fuzzy set in U. Elements for which \(\mu_F(a) = 0.5\) marks the border between the elements that belong in an important extent to \(U(\mu_F(a) > 0.5)\) and those belonging to a less important extent to \(U(\mu_F(a) < 0.5)\) and are called crossing points of U. The affiliation function \(\mu_F(a)\) is defined on the U set and has values between the interval of \([0,1]\).

Thus: \(\mu_F(a): U \rightarrow [0,1]\)

The way of defining of a F fuzzy set is called label. Therefore, in the given example, we define the following labels \(F_i, i = 1, 8\)-relative to those “i” stimuli variables that characterizes the geologic-mining conditions of the mechanized face:

F1 - number of face shearsers that can work off a coal layer having a thickness between \(I_1\) and \(I_2\).

F2 - number of the face shearsers that can work off a coal layer with a slope at least equal with “\(\alpha\)”-degrees.

F3 - number of face shearsers that can work off a coal layer that have a variation of the slope angle on the face line at least “\(\beta\)” degrees.

F4 - number of the face shearsers that can work off a coal layer having an angle of raising / decreasing in the line face advancement of “\(\gamma\)” degrees.

F5 - number of the face shearsers that can work off a coal layer with a strength of cutting at least of “\(A\)”[N/cm].

F6 - number of the face shearsers that can work off a coal layer having a coefficient of coal cutting at least of “\(f\)”.
F7 - number of the face shearers that can work off a coal layer in a face having a strength of compression of the bottom of the most “P̃₈”.

F8 - number of the face shearers that can work off a coal layer in a face having strength of compression of the roof at most “P̃₉”.

As a conclusion, the Fᵢ labels are defined such as:

F1-is defined relatively at variable 01;
F2-is defined relatively at variable 02;
F3-is defined relatively at variable 03;
F4-is defined relatively at variable 04;
F5-is defined relatively at variable 05;
F6-is defined relatively at variable 06;
F7-is defined relatively at variable 07;
F8-is defined relatively at variable 08.

Thus, for the given example, the F fuzzy sets have the following form.

Obs. The summing up operation used in defining the F fuzzy functions - is symbolic:

\[
F_1 = (a_1, \mu_{i1}) + (a_2, \mu_{i2}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{ij}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{ik}) \\
F_2 = (a_1, \mu_{21}) + (a_2, \mu_{22}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{2j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{2k}) \\
F_{3i} = (a_1, \mu_{31}) + (a_2, \mu_{32}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{3j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{3k}) \\
F_4 = (a_1, \mu_{41}) + (a_2, \mu_{42}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{4j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{4k}) \\
F_5 = (a_1, \mu_{51}) + (a_2, \mu_{52}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{5j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{5k}) \\
F_6 = (a_1, \mu_{61}) + (a_2, \mu_{62}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{6j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{6k}) \\
F_7 = (a_1, \mu_{71}) + (a_2, \mu_{72}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{7j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{7k}) \\
F_8 = (a_1, \mu_{81}) + (a_2, \mu_{82}) + \ldots + (a_j, \mu_{8j}) + \ldots + (a_k, \mu_{8k})
\]

where \( \mu_{ij} \) with \( i = \overline{1,8} \) (in the given example) and \( j = \overline{1,k} \) -represents the \( \mu_F (a_{jk}) \) affiliation function of the \( a_j \) elements to \( F_i \).

Once the \( \mu_{Fi}(a_j) \) affiliation functions determined, a “matrix of affiliation” can be drawn up. This matrix is of the type of “conditions-solutions” (C-S) on concrete conditions and has on rows the \( F_i \) fuzzy functions that characterize the geologic-mining conditions in which will work the mechanized face, and on columns the \( a_j \) elements of the \( A(j = \overline{1,k}) \) sets and that symbolize the concrete type of checkable variables (in the given example the type of the face shearers) together with a complex of mechanized face are to be design.

In the matrix, at \( F_i \) fuzzy function rows intersection with the column of \( a_j \) elements is registered the value of the affiliation function \( \mu_{ij} \) or otherwise noted \( \mu_{Fi}(a_j) \) that quantifies the affiliation degree of the \( a_j \) element to the \( F_i \) function. (extent in which the element \( a_j \in A \) fulfills the \( F_i \) label; for example, the extent in which the 1K101 face shearer is able to cut a coal layer having a 1,4±2,1 m).
For each $a_j$ element, that is for each “$j$” column it is established:

$$\min \mu_{ij} = \min(\mu_{1j}, \mu_{2j}, ..., \mu_{ij}, ..., \mu_{8j})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This way is filled the (00) row, which will include the affiliation degrees of the “$\bigcap_i F_i$ label”. After being known the $F_i$ fuzzy functions the intersection fuzzy set $F$ is determined:

$$F = \bigcap_i F_i = (a_1, \min \mu_{i1}) + (a_2, \min \mu_{i2}) + ... + (a_j, \min \mu_{ij}) + ... + (a_k, \min \mu_{ik})$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

**Obs.** The intersection of two $F$ and $G$ sets is defined as:

$$F \cap G = \int_B (a, \min(\mu_F(a), \mu_G(a)))$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

one “$a$” element has the affiliation function at the intersection set $F \cap G$:

$$\mu_{F \cap G(a)} = \min(\mu_F(a), \mu_G(a))$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The high of the fuzzy set $F$ is defined as: $h_F = \max \mu_F(a)$. Being specified these elements, the following statement can be done:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solutions</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_i$</td>
<td>$a_i$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_j$</td>
<td>$a_j$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_k$</td>
<td>$a_k$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** As a conclusion, the affiliation matrix (C-S) will look as follows.
The element with the highest affiliation function in $F$ is $a_j$ for that $\min \mu_{ij}$ has the maximum value (the $a_j$ element for which on the (00) row is the maximum value).

Therefore, the element with the highest affiliation function in $F = \bigcap_{i=1}^{8} F_i$ is that corresponding to the height of a $\bigcap_{i=1}^{8} F_i$ fuzzy function:

$$h = \max \left( \min \mu \left( a \right) \right)$$

(10)

So we can establish which is the $a_j$ element (the equipment that could “enter” in the mechanized face complex) which will meet the best the needs of the concrete geologic-mining conditions (and in which will work the future mechanized face) defined by stimuli variables and for that those $F_i$ fuzzy functions were built.

Analogously, it can be analyzed the opportunity of using the other equipment types (for example B-mechanized supporting; C-face conveyors) with that the face shearer could work in the mechanized complex in the same concrete geologic-mining conditions.

Obs. It will be taken into consideration (discussion) all the elements $a \in A$, $b \in B$, $c \in C$, for which $\mu_{af}(a) > 0.5$, $\mu_{af}(b) > 0.5$, $\mu_{af}(c) > 0.5$, considering that the elements for that $\mu_{af} > 5$, belong in an important extent to $F$, unlike those for that $\mu_{af}(a) < 5$; which are considered to belong in a less important extent to $F$.

After drawing up all the “C-S” affiliation matrixes (for all the type of equipments which are eligible for setting up together an equipment complex), are analyzed the compatibility between every equipment belonging to the above mentioned equipments range in order to set up the mechanized face complexes able to work in concrete geologic-mining conditions. For this it is appealing to the compatibility matrix (S-S) on concrete given conditions.

**Fig. 2.** The fuzzyficated compatibility “solutions-solutions” (S-S) matrix for the concrete conditions.
The fuzzyficated “solutions-solutions” (S-S) compatibility matrix for the concrete conditions includes the figure “1” that certifies the compatibility between the “row” and “column” element and, respectively the figure “0” (or it can be omitted) which codes the incompatibility between the “row” and “column” elements being taken into consideration. Also, the compatibility (S-S) matrix includes an extra column given the classical compatibility (S-S) matrix, named column of affiliation degree. The numerical values of this column quantifies the affiliation degree of each element of the solutions sub-sets (for each equipment belonging to the types of equipments eligible for setting up a mechanized complex) for the concrete geological-mining conditions, conditions defined by the elements belonging to the “conditions” sub-sets.

Therefore, due to this matrix, the compatibility between different types of equipments that can enter in the mechanized face complex can be analyzed.

This matrix includes all the applicable variants. The possible applicable variants can be identified due to the fuzzyficated compatibility “S-S” matrix, or by hand proceedings using the successions graph (drew up by the means of modules from the diagonal), or by computer programmed algorithms.

The succession graph will have a special aspect, every element of the graph (every joint) will have attached a joint constant, named affiliation constant, which will define the compatibility of the respective type of equipment with concrete deposit conditions in which the issue of designing of the mechanized face complex is analyzed. For the given situation (a hypothetical example) the succession graph will be as in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The succession graph.](image)

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the next analyze stage, the variants generated by the “S-S” matrix will have to be assessed. The assessment of the variants will be made in the accordance with the type of functions that have to be assessed by the ways of succession graph (for example the price of
the tone per face). Therefore, at the end a series of technological variants have resulted, their assessment in order to need the criterion of proposed optimization will have to take into account this array of affiliation degree.

So, by applying the concept of vague sets (by fuzzyfication), the issues to be solved become more flexible and allow those who have to take a decision to get many variants for the objectively established functions among them can select the best variant, in accordance with the requirements of the moment and intuition.
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